
This fixture is to be used for general commercial indoor lighting, suitable for

damp locations.

Specifications

Included Accessories

Model

Input: Color Temperature:100-277V  50/60Hz        3000K-3500K-4000K

90+Color Rendering: 

PowerLength Lumen
VA-UCB-9-CCT

(1) 5' Plug-in Power Cord (1) 6" AC Extension Cord

(1) 6"  DC Extension Cord

for 0-10V dimming

(1) AC Butt-connector

(1) DC Butt-connector

for 0-10V dimming

(1) Romex Connector (2) Screw Anchors

(2) Mounting Screws
 (Pre-installed on fixture)

9"

2 Wire Nuts for 

0-10V wires

3 Easy Connetors

14"

22"

32"

40"

5 Watts

8 Watts

12 Watts

16 Watts

20 Watts

340+

500+

820+

1100+

1300+

VA-UCB-14-CCT

VA-UCB-22-CCT

VA-UCB-32-CCT

VA-UCB-40-CCT

power.

C. Insert Romex Connector into the housing open hole.

Secure it with the nut. Cut a portion of the armor on the BX

cable with a BX cutter (not included), so that you expose

approximately 6-7 inches of wire. Trim 1/2" from the

insulation to ensure that it is long enough to be inserted into

the Easy Connectors. Push the exposed wires (hot, neutral

and ground) through the anti-short bushing and slide this

bushing all the way down to the exposed wires until it is

snug up against armor.

D. If a 0-10V Dimmer is available, feed the 0-10V wires with

the 2 Wire nuts.

E. Slide the BX cable through the Romex Connector and

tighten the Romex Connector with a screw driver (not

included). Feed the cables and the connector through the

hole on the adaptor plate, attach the nut on the other side of

the cable connector, and proceed to step (5).

C. Connect the Extension Cord (included) or Butt-connector

(included) to the Out connector of the first fixture and into

the In connector of the second fixture. (The connectors are

keyed to only fit one way. Do not force the connections, they

should snap in easily.)

A. Pull the 3 wires out of the fixture to allow connection to the branch circuit. If a 0-10V dimmer is

available, pull another 2 thinner wires (Grey & Purple) out.

D1. For a 0-10V dimmer, connect the Grey wire with (-) polarity, and connect the Purple wire with the (+) 

polarity.

This fixture is dimmable with use of a 0-10V dimmer. The following dimmers are approved for use to achieve smooth 

dimming down to 10% of full brightness:

DVSTV-WH

NTSTV-DV

DVTV-WH

IP710-DLZ

IP710-LFZ 

DS710-10Z

DD710-BLZ

SF-10P DF10P-C1

DF10P-C2

DF10P-C5

Purple wire
0-10V dim(+)

Grey wire
0-10V dim(-)
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